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Dear parent/carer/student.

The past few months have been very difficult for everyone, as the nation worked through the impact of the 
coronavirus pandemic. Clearly this has and will continue to affect us all for quite some time to come. The new 
rules that we all live by are changing and gradually pushing us to some form of new normal. I believe that we 
all share the same ambition, that of ensuring the return of all of our students to their classrooms as soon as we 
safely can. Over recent weeks we have taken a number of actions to prepare students and staff for the time 
when the whole school community returns to school and college. Throughout the pandemic we have 
welcomed the children of key workers and those considered to be vulnerable into school. Those students who 
are preparing for examinations next year and who have, for whatever reason, fallen behind in their studies, 
have been invited into school to access support.  We have increased the frequency and quality of live lessons 
in these years and are extending these to year 9. Extended virtual contact with tutors has been facilitated via 
timetabled tutorial sessions, where students have had the opportunity to interact and keep in touch with their 
school.

As we move to the next stages through the summer, we need to ensure that the school year starts with as big 
an impact as possible, while recognising our responsibility to take the steps necessary to keep everyone 
within our school community safe. All of us, Governors, Parents and Staff share the concerns about the 
impact that the national and local responses to the pandemic have had on school children.

The government has made a number of broad statements about how we will be asked to work in order to get 
all of the students in our care back into the classroom and up to speed with where they need to be with their 
learning. Everyone recognises that learning has been so heavily impacted by the lockdown 

We recognise our responsibility to manage the situation as safely as possible and we look forward to receiving 
the latest guidance from the Department of Education and NHS agencies which we will always use to inform 
our plans. We are already working on a range of plans but will obviously need to fully understand the 
emerging guidance and advice before we will be able to finalise them. 

Whatever we do, we need you as parents and carers to be confident that as you send your child back to school 
they will be well looked after and the environment will be safe and supportive. The safety of everyone in our 
school community is our priority and will continue to be so. During the summer months, as guidance from the 
government and health departments evolves, we will keep in contact with you, developing our plans to 
welcome all students back to school.

Review of learner/ parent surveys
We are in the process of analysing the results of our recent survey into our Education at Home provision 
during Covid-19 lockdown.  Surveys were issued through links on the newsletter dated 12 June with a deadline 
of 19 June.

35% (346/981) of families returned completed surveys.

A summary spreadsheet of responses is being collated and will be published after the findings have been 
reported to the Board of Governors at its next meeting on Monday.

In addition to the analysis of data from the closed questions, we are currently reading through, collating and 
summarising the 346 prose comments.  We will share this information with you as soon as we have completed 
the analysis.

Denis Oliver
Executive Headteacher
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Sixth Form Support Update

We are delighted with the way in which our students in the Sixth Form 
continue to adapt to new ways of learning.  The engagement with 
online learning has been fantastic. We are thrilled to see that students 
have taken so well to the introduction of live lessons  this month.  We 
are now excited to be able to expand out support and provision further 
in the following ways:

Live lessons: From 29th of June, all subjects will receive an additional live lesson per week per subject, taking the 
number of live lessons up for each subject to two per week. 
Study Area sessions: we have a number of students who are currently attending College for a couple of study 
sessions each week.  These students find that having this time, in College, is proving extremely valuable to them 
as a way of allowing them to focus on their studies without the usual distractions that they experience at home.  
These sessions are supervised and support from teachers is always available.  We are delighted to be able to 
extend this offer to a small number of additional students.  
Subject supported sessions:  from the feedback that we have received from both students and parents it is clear 
that some students would benefit from some focussed time with their teacher.  In order to accommodate this, we 
will be inviting certain students in for one or more sessions between now and the end of the term. These will be 
small, focussed groups where ‘subject specific’ teachers will be available to guide students emerging learning 
needs.  We will be contacting those students who will be invited in for these sessions and we strongly urge them to 
attend these sessions.
Tutor Contact:  In addition to the current weekly live tutor contact, we are hoping to invite each student in (where 
possible) for a one to one meeting with their tutor between now and the end of the summer term.  This will allow 
students the opportunity to go through their recent interim and to discuss their progress moving forward.  

We feel confident that with the additional support in place, we will be able to ensure that our students feel 
confident that they can continue to progress and feel prepared as they move towards Year 13.

Student Leadership Appointments

A highlight of the Sixth Form calendar, each year, is the appointment of the Sixth 
Form Leadership Team.  Given the current circumstances, it would have been easy to 
have postponed this process, until a later date.  However, this would have been unfair 
to those students who have waited a long time for this opportunity. Therefore we 
found a way around this, without losing any of the robustness or challenge of this 
process.  

Over the past few weeks, many of our Year 12 students have applied for a student leadership position.  They did 
this, initially, by letter.  The quality and maturity of their applications was outstanding.  Following this, each student 
took part in an interview with the Director of Sixth Form, using Google Meet.  At this stage, the students continued 
to impress with their preparedness and dedication to the process.  The final part of the selection process, for those 
applying for the Head Boy/Girl of school positions, involved students preparing and delivering a presentation to be 
delivered to Mr Bielby and Ms Camm.  Again, not letting the current situation prevent us from doing this - this was 
carried out using Google Meet where students were able to share their presentations.

As a senior leadership team, we have been absolutely blown away with the quality and commitment shown by all of 
the applicants, for all roles.  The resilience and enthusiasm of the students, to put themselves out and take on a 
challenge, and to look positively towards the future was astounding. The number of applicants and quality of 
applicants for these roles meant that we were in the unenviable but privileged position to decide who to put 
forward for each role.

We are looking forward to announcing the full team - in the next newsletter. 
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House teams 2020-2021

The new house teams have been appointed into their roles. We would like to say a big congratulations to the 
them and also a huge well done to everyone who took part in the interviews. Everyone interviewed very well 
and there were many tough decisions to be made.
We would also like to thank the previous house teams, who have been a great help and support over the past 
year, they have all done a fantastic job.

Arley
House Team

2020/21

House Captains

Edward 
Hodgson

Sarah 
Clifford

Tom
Hey

Macy
Preece

Lizzie
Pilcher

Jenna
Pass

Capesthorne
House Team

2020/21

John
Massey

Georgi
Jackson

Lucas
Ball

Isobel
Green

Brooke
Rushton

Isabella
Scott Mellor

Moreton
House Team

2020/21

Sam
Mulford

Charlotte
Moyle

Bailey
Lightfoot

Josie
Paterson

Beth
Harby

Frankie
Wood

Tatton
House Team

2020/21

Caitlin
Gaynor

Daisy
Barber

Ted
Whitby

Jenny
Bennett

Emily
Bailey

Ella
Logan

Vice-House Captains Charity 
Coordinator

Competition 
Coordinator

House Captains Vice-House Captains Charity 
Coordinator

Competition 
Coordinator

House Captains Vice-House Captains Charity 
Coordinator

Competition 
Coordinator

House Captains Vice-House Captains Charity 
Coordinator

Competition 
Coordinator
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Cross Curricular – Maths & English

There were some excellent responses to our Maths Crime Scene Investigation Task from our Year 7 detectives. 
Demonstrating brilliant cross curricular skills, their mathematical ability helped them to solve the clues and find 
the culprit, whilst their literacy flair was evident in their creative ‘Investigation Reports’. 

By Lydia Davenport          Click here to view more reports

Year 6-7 Maths Transition

Following the launch of our year 6/7 
transition materials a couple of weeks 
ago, we are thrilled to see that some 
of our future students have started to 
engage with the resources.

Here are two pieces of work that have 
been beautifully completed by Sam C 
from Holmes Chapel Primary School. 

Sam chose to focus on refining his 
BIDMAS skills as well as “finding a 
fraction of an amount” skills.
He left us this message when 
submitting his work: “This was 
actually really hard and confusing at 
the same time (i did enjoy it though)! 
It was confusing because when it is 
blank it looks like a 3 eyed cow/horse 
or something! But i still really enjoyed 
it!” Great to hear you’re enjoying the 
tasks Sam! Keep up the great work!

If any year 6 students 
would like to send us some 
examples of the maths 
work they are completing 
at home, please email 
transition@hccs.info FAO 
Miss Eustis so we can see 
all the wonderful work you 
have been doing!

Click here to see our 
maths transition page! 

https://b4bdd845-5112-45fd-84b0-34412699938a.filesusr.com/ugd/0e64df_84ba9da1581b4906af4a6f34cf66b255.pdf
https://www.hccs1978.co.uk/lp-year6-transition
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Y7 -YOU’VE BEEN TRAPPED INSIDE HCCS
You are going to have to use your brain to crack 

codes, find words, solve riddles and answer 
questions

Click here to enter.

ESCAPE 
ROOM

ESCAPE 
ROOM 2

THE MATHS BLOCK
You are going to have to use your brain 
to crack codes, find words, solve 
riddles and answer questions

Click here to enter.

Book Review by Millie Rutter - 7CC

This story is about a young girl called Tash and her 
best friend Sam.  They’ve grown up together having 
to follow the strict rules imposed by the Chinese 
soldiers in occupied Tibet. 

One day they are at the market and they see a man 
who sets himself on fire in protest against the 
soldiers.  Tash is really upset and horrified by what 
she sees.

Her parents are members of the resistance fighting 
against the Chinese.  One night the soldiers break 
down the door of her house, she only just manages 
to escape just before her mum and dad are 
arrested. 

Tash has to go on a dangerous journey across the 
Himalayas (in winter) to get to India and then find 
the Dalai Lama.  Her friend Sam goes with her and 
they take two yaks with them on the journey.  She 
must take a secret message to the Dalai Lama 
because she thinks he is the only person who can 
save her parents.

The journey is exciting and terrifying to read 
about.  Tash is a young girl, but she is strong, 
resilient and determined to help her parents.  The 
whole story is brilliant from start to finish   It will 
make you hold your breath in places, cry and laugh 
out loud too.   I would highly recommend reading 
it.  It was brilliant! 

Running on the Roof of the World 
By Jess Butterworth

https://b4bdd845-5112-45fd-84b0-34412699938a.filesusr.com/ugd/0e64df_f9b7598bb62e4d0992f0584d85232432.pdf
https://b4bdd845-5112-45fd-84b0-34412699938a.filesusr.com/ugd/0e64df_77fb1b69f5b741e9ad89d20888576d4a.pdf
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Book Review by Eleanor Bowden -
Name of series: The extinction trials
Author of series: S.M.Wilson

Review: The extinction trials: The first thrilling book in an 
incredible trilogy, the extinction trials is an amazing tale of 
sacrifice,  betrayal and survival. Lincoln and Stormchaser’s
world is a place of risk, struggle and danger. The only way 
to survive there is to risk everything, in a contest more 
dangerous than anyone imagined. When their teammates 
are enemies in disguise, their every action may have fatal 
consequences and they don’t know who is their enemy, 
who will come out on top? A thrilling story where the 
hunger games meets jurassic park and imagination flies. 
This was a highly enjoyable read.

Exile: As we return to the world of Stormchaser and 
Lincoln, things are getting increasingly desperate. The 
blistering plague is spreading like wildfire throughout their 
home and their people are starving. They need more 
space- but the only space left is on the deadly continent of 
Piloria. To ensure the survival of the human race, the 
heroes of our story must again venture into the unknown, 
dangerous and deadly continent of dinosaurs to wipe out 
the most deadly of the species. But what they don’t expect 
is a most awful secret- but when you’re in the jaws of death

Library Books

You may now return library books borrowed from the LRC. 
Please put them in a box which can be found in reception. 

To maintain social distancing please return them between the hours of 
9.15 - 2.45pm

Reception can now be accessed via the 6th form car park.  
Thank you

and a world of paradise turns into a world of monsters once again, what would you choose? Obey orders that 
might save your skin? Or fight for a secret that could save the ones you love? An incredible sequel to the first 
book in a thrilling series.

Rebel: the ultimate conclusion to a trilogy that is laced with betrayal, rebellion, fear and the foremost will to 
survive. This is what their world has come to. This is humanity’s last chance. The continent of Piloria is full of 
monsters, both human and reptilian. Their homes are urning. Their loved ones are dying. Will Stormchaser
and Lincoln be able to lead their people through the danger that awaits them in a jungle of deceitful beauty? 
Time is running out for our heroes. Every choice leads to loss, but it is up to them to decide which loss is 
greater. The enemy lies in wait at every corner- but is the enemy the monsters in the jungle, or the ones who 
poison them in their own camp? This tale of survival and poisonous lies is the perfect end to an adventurous 
trilogy that explores the possibilities of the unknown.
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Food Tech – Year 10 GCSE Carrot Cakes

Year 10 Make it with mince challenge

Emma Smart Francesca Wood Brooke Rushton 

Jennifer Bennett Jessica Green 

Ella Logan 

Jessica Green 

Nathaniel Ashton 
Daisy Preece

Lani Cohen 

Emma Smart 

Francesca Wood Mateus De Sa 
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MFL - Bonjour!       Guten Tag!       ¡Hola!

In MFL, we have been very impressed with the enthusiasm shown by 
so many of our students during this time of Learning from Home!

Your teachers have been busy nominating students for certificates, 
so keep an eye out because you might be receiving one soon!

A-Level languages

This week our Year 12 linguists have started their Individual Research Projects, which form a key part of their 
Year 13 work and final speaking exam. This aspect of the A-Level course allows students to focus on an area 
of language or culture that particularly interests them, and can be anything of their choosing. Chosen topics 
can be as varied as bullfighting in contemporary Spain, historical dictators, racism or immigration issues or 
traditional food. Students carry out their own research, drawing on a variety of sources, and present their 
findings. We are excited to learn from our students as they become experts in their chosen topics.

Sophie Graham in Year 9 has chosen to continue studying both Spanish and 
French at GCSE. She has been working really hard on her languages, taking on 
some extra challenges of her own. Last weekend she wrote this story in Spanish. 
We are really impressed! Well done, Sophie!

Year 7 and 8 Music: Found Sounds 

Some more great creations in our Found Sounds project last week. This time, the task was to create a string 
instrument using items from around the house. 

Felix Perry Y7 Ben McCormick Y7 Tabitha Alcock-Bailey, Y8 Emma Dobinson, Y8
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Animals of Lockdown – Photography Competition

Our fifth HCCS photography competition, 'Animals of Lockdown' proved to be convincingly our most popular 
and hotly contested competition to date with a bumper 109 photographs sent in, once from students across 
all year groups as well as several staff members keen to show off their beloved pets. 

Following the success and extremely high benchmark set in our previous contests, the deliberately open 
theme of ‘Animals of Lockdown’ was set for our young creatives to consider.

Once again, our students did not disappoint, to say the very least. With the huge volume, originality and 
quality to contend with the decision was taken to increase the number of prizes available to enable more of 
our talented photographers to be shown off to the public via our @hccs1978 Twitter vote.

Our final twelve of Rosie Sumpter, Maisie Caine-Bryant, Cianan Olds, Grady Alderdice, William Bagley, Louis 
Parkinson-Sykes, Ellie Doherty, Izzy Edwards, Amy Smith, Amelia Mitten, Reece Johnson, Sam Kirkham, 
Chelsea Lish, Mia Prior, Evie Willocks, Charlotte Moyle, Lucy Guy, Joshua Boissery, Edward Webb and 
Rihanna Middlehurst showcased their skills to in excess of 1100 votes cast to decide our eventual winners.

Our eventual and extremely worthy winners can be seen below.

Our first winner (right) comes from year 10’s Grady 
Alderdice, with his beautifully captured cow photo (right) 
which was universally considered to be a very fitting winner 
on what should have been the day of our annual trip to the 
Cheshire Show.

The following day saw our second winning prize claimed by 
William Bagley of year 9 with his extremely popular 3 part 
exotic bird entry seen below.

Our third winning entry comes from Reece 
Johnson, year 7, with Kiwi, the ‘Lockdown 
Lizard’ and can be seen in all his glory below. 

Our fourth and final winner 
came in the shape of our 
most popular ever photo 
and comes in the form of 
stick insect Mario Lish, with 
his portrait taken by year 7’s 
Chelsea Lish. 
Congratulations to all, your 
prizes are on their way to 
you.
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Animals of Lockdown – Photography Competition Continued…

In addition to our student competition, contested by Mrs 
Edmonstone, Miss Plant, Miss Pritchard, Miss Gallimore and Ms 
Maleci, our eventual winner in a well supported vote was Miss 
Gallimore and her popular pup, Audrey (see right).

Our new ‘Sunset’ competition is already under way and open for 
fresh entries. Brief below:

Key Stage 3 Artwork

Examples of artwork created for KS3 art

Felix Perry, Y7 Fin Dixon, Y7 Lily Palmer, Y8 Vincent Milward, Y8

KS5 transition ART
‘Colour brief ASSIGNMENT’

Evanthe Thirlwell’s interpretation of 
Lorna Horn’s artwork whilst also 
inspired by Japanese Culture.
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GCSE ART
‘GEOMETRIC SHAPE STILL LIFE PHOTOGRAPHIC ASSIGNMENT’ 
KEYWORDS TO RESPOND TO = GEOMETRIC, VIEWPOINT, PLAIN

Isobel Hollinshead

Amy Bullock

Polly Clayton

Matthew Poole Matthew Willocks

Yr 9 Art GCSE students have made a strong start to their coursework

Gabriella Wood Molly Bradley

Mackenzie 
O’Brien

Heather Gray

Eve Skinner
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Jasmine Eyre year 7 & Rachel Upton year 8

Jasmine has been doing lots of artwork this week exploring different mediums of paints, pastels, pencil 
crayons and felt tips. She has painted some lovely seascapes including this watercolour painting.

Rachel has been looking at CSI , Crime Scene Investigation, solving the mystery of ‘The Missing Cookie’ . She 
has been looking into the Science behind CSI, writing a story, collecting evidence and solving a mystery. 

Tabitha Alcock-Bailey 8MH receiving 
her humanities achievement certificate.

Click here for Rose Day Garden 
Posters

https://b4bdd845-5112-45fd-84b0-34412699938a.filesusr.com/ugd/0e64df_2be8c89728d84185a5e238006f82961b.pdf
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Click here for Rose Day Garden 
Bunting


